"Self-confidence" is Subject of Noted Springfield Clergyman

Dr. James G. Gilkey, of Springfield, Mass., was the speaker at the convocation held last Thursday in the gymnasium. He was introduced by Dr. H. Hunter, acting president of the university.

Dr. Gilkey presented his own subject, which was "Self-Confidence." He opened by reading a letter written to him by a student in a college in western Mass., which put forth the problem of loss of self-confidence and a growing feeling of self distrust that faces many students and affects them in their life. Way said on to say that there were four fundamental reasons of sources which cause this feeling.

Imagined Poplularity

The first was the discovery that many of your associates do not like you. A second reason is that you fail to discover a reason for the popularity of your associates do not like you. A third reason is that you fail to discover a reason for the imagined unpopularity. Many times you probably end his life in a small job in an uninteresting environment.

The fourth reason is that there always remain durable satisfactions and achievement, and a succession of fine and successful experiences which will lead the audience to conclude that the latter is enjoyed is the constant appearance of his poems in many of the literary magazines. The title Strange Home is a legs in his works, and the simplicity of his imagery. The title Strange Home is a legs in his works, and the simplicity of his imagery. The title Strange Home is a legs in his works, and the simplicity of his imagery. The title Strange Home is a legs in his works, and the simplicity of his imagery. The title Strange Home is a legs in his works, and the simplicity of his imagery.

Mr. Coffin is popular as an informal lecturer and as a reader of his own poems.

雏形的文学

The third exhibit sponsored by Living American Art will be an autobiographical show, beginning at 7:30 on Monday afternoon, December 25th, in the Center. The pictures will be exhibited until January 6th.

This is the second outing this year that the University would produce many more men and women who are in the University.

Representative Wylie

The second speaker was Mr. Craig Wylie of Concord, who spoke for the New Hampshire State legislature. Mr. Wylie urged the legislators to support education. The House of Representatives of the New Hampshire legislature was adjourned for the Christmas recess.

LEGISLATIVE GROUPS AT SPECIAL CONVO IN MENS GYMNASIUM

Two guests from Senate also Address The Student Body

Three committees from the New Hampshire State legislature were given special convo meetings in the gymnasium yesterday.

Acting President Roy D. Hunter, who spoke for the school in welcoming the guests, said he had been interested in the program of the University of New Hampshire for many years, and that he thought that the University of New Hampshire would be a great asset to the state.

Mr. Hunter said that "Dad" was the friend of the students of New Hampshire.

Dad Henderson

Mr. Henderson thanked the University for "saying" him to the state so that he could keep up his "lobby" the legislative, for which he had been interested, and that in the last two years there had been a great deal of interest in the University of New Hampshire in the State legislature, and that he hoped that the University of New Hampshire would be a great asset to the state.

Mr. Greenford F. Tolman, '32, of the University committee was the first speaker. Mr. Tolman told a humorous story, and then stated that truly educated men were needed in every field and especially in politics. He told the students to get everything that they possibly could from the University and then go on and use what they had learned.

The second speaker, Mr. Ernest W. Jordan, member of the New Hampshire State committee, was a graduate of Bates College. Mr. Jordan told an amusing story about the meeting of the University assembly forty years ago, which had the entire assembly in laughter.

Are Shown In

The pictures included in the showing of American art had been reproduced by means of the temporary paintings by American artists and had been sent to the University of New Hampshire.

In extending to Living American Art, Inc., facilities for these exhibitions, the interest of the University is directed only toward the presentation of one trend of thought among a group of contemporary American artists. The jury which selects these pictures includes three well-known artists, Louis Bouche, Alexander Brook, and Adolph Dehn, and Princes Regamee of New York University.

COMING EVENTS
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COMING EVENTS

Tuesday

8:00 P.M.—Fraternity and sorority meeting.

Wednesday

4:00 P.M.—Convocation in Memorial Room.

7:00 P.M.—Social Conv in Memorial Room.

8:30 P.M.—International Relations club meeting. Common Organization room.
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CRITIC!

CRITIC! The campus is full of these critical people who pass along to their friends ideas of what is wrong with the school, in the organizations, on the campus, and anything about the University.

On every corner you meet one or two of them, who make it secret to you that Coach Soandos is not suited for his job, or that some organization should do something to "make themselves useful," or that some plan suggested will not work. You find these individuals everywhere, it seems.

Of course the campus is far from being over run by these critical pests but there is certain few that there are speak loud enough to make up for quantity.

There is always one noticeable characteristic, however, about these self-styled critics. They are a helpful group of self-made critics. Not once will you hear a helpful suggestion as to how improvements can be made on the subject they are downing. Never are their criticisms helpful. It seems as if their ambition was to tear an idea apart and leave it stripped of its good points. Never is this idea reduced in new and helping points.

Are we going to be critical pests or are we going to try to better a situation if we wish to? Can we remember that progress is made by helping, not hindering.

HATS OFF!

Congratulations and hats off to the persons responsible for introducing the amplifying system into conversation yesterday afternoon. The students in the lock of the gymnasium could hear the speakers clearly for the first time this year. May we continue to have the amplifiers and all our convocations.

FROSH RELAY TEAM WINS FROM BRIDGETON

The freshman relay team added another win to its record as it defeated the annual quadrangle meet of the Port­

New Hampshire men were: Mitchell, Chesteron, Johnson, and Wright. Time: 4:11. Distances—190 yards.

TROPHY DONATED TO NE LACROSSE LEAGUE

It was learned last week that a silver trophy, to be held for one year by the league champion, has been de­


with Doc Hess

No phase of college life is more dis­

bration and the prevalence of power of

The featurelessness of such romance... often harmless enough in itself... is a very solemn and disquieting thought of habitually college students.

Snow all around us... but Dartmouth remains one of the winter "states" to the fullest. The weekly weather everywhere, but not a drop to be expected. With a record of one Senior who banded out to Oehrman College to see the girl friend last week but was humbly informed of the faith in the old adage of distance lending charm... and so the delightful Senior has not been heard of since the last twenty minutes ago—of course you should be a little bit more patient... the girl always does it. That rousing victory of 40-35 brought home the bacon of the coveted silver trophy, to be held for one year by the championship team, has been done.
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**LEGISLATIVE GROUPS**

*Institutions, the University, and that they used money wisely. Senator Connor said*

**WILDCAT QUINTET WINS FROM MAINE IN SEASON’S FINAL**

New Hampshire Surges Into Lead at Beginning of Second Half

In the finals to the Annual Intercollegiate Basketball tournament, the varsity basketball team defeated the University of Maine quintet, 40-35 here last Saturday night.

**Wildcats Score**

The game opened with Boy connecting a foul shot for the first score. Scoring was about even for the remainder of the half with the score at the end of the half 18-16 in favor of Maine. The play of both teams was irregular during the opening period with many fouls being committed by both teams.

In the second half, however, the New Hampshire attack began to click and the Wildcats surged into the lead on scores by Rogean, Hanson and DuRie. After taking the lead at the beginning of the period the Wildcats held the upper hand until the game ended with New Hampshire leading, 40-35.

**Rogean Is High Scorer**

The outstanding player for Maine was Lord who scored 11 points besides playing a strong defensive game. Captain Arnie Rogean, playing his final basketball season for Maine, was the tournament’s Most Valuable Player.

**UNH WINTER SPORTS TEAM PLACES THIRD IN QUEBEC CONTEST**

Skiers Were at Their Best In Cross-Country and Jumping Events

The varsity winter sports team completed its season Saturday with a favorable record by placing third in the third Intercollegiate Ski Union championship at St. Margarets, Quebec, in competition with eleven college teams. During the month, first place winners, turned in a perfect score of 300. McGill was second with 372, and New Hampshire a close third with 380.

New Hampshire ski teams were most consistent in the cross-country and jumping events. Capt. Karl Craigin led the first men in the long jump, finishing 15th. Johnny Damon placed 18th but his score did not count in the cross-country team total as he was only entered in the combined event. Gene Duffy was 23rd, and Jim Scudder, 26th, to complete New Hampshire’s scoring.

Damon placed tenth in the jumping, Craigin, 13th, and Norm Hawell, 17th. Maxson was the first Wildcat to score in the downhill race, finishing in 16th position.

**DENTISTRY**

Dover, N. H. TEL. 420

**MAMA STEPS OUT**

Alto Brady - Guy Kibbee

- **School’s Growth**

The final speaker, Senator Caleb of Barrington, spoke briefly of the growth of the University of New Hampshire, from a school of 28 students to a University with a total enrollment of 1,532 students. He pointed out that the growth of the school to the growth of a farming school. As the son grows older and larger the farmer has to buy larger clothes for him, and as the University grows older and larger, the state has to build larger buildings to make adequate facilities for the students.

**Durham Bull**

(Continued from page 3)

then hampered by the loss of Ray Chamberlain and Mills Fontaine, a stellar forward and a steady guard.

Next winter, varsity coach Swaney will invite to practice, forward Jack Hervey and ורק selene; guard, Ray and Kerth Leocha; and center Bob Morison.

The University of New Hampshire will have four representatives on the All-New Hampshire lacrosse squad which will be published soon in the National Intercollegiate Lacrosse guide.

At Milbury, Herbie Merrill, Moon Manton, and Bob Manchester are the players chosen.

Out went the light in the gym on Friday night and as a consequence the Nathan Ladies’ game started at 8:30 instead of 7:30. For what seemed like hours a good natured crowd sat in the dark, awaiting the electricity to repair the overloaded transformer. More frustrated spirits elected to leave the building by the fire escape with the light of matchsticks and a full moon.

There were no casualties, just a long, long wait.

---

S I R A N D

DOVER, N. H. TEL. 420

**THE LAST OF WINTER**

**STAR THEATRE**

Newmarket

**TUES - WED.**

MAR. 2 - 3

**CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE**

Dana Flynn - Glenn De Vlleveld

**THURSDAY, MAR. 4**

Swepstakes Night — Cash Prize of $500 Given Away

**THE MAN WHO LIVED TWICE**

Ralph Bellamy - Anne Nagel

---

**U.S. Senator Reynolds says: "Luckyes are considerate of my throat"**

"Two Southern traditions are oratory — and good tobacco. Lucky Strike shows me how to indulge in both for this light smoke not only pleases my taste but leaves my throat in condition. Last fall in North Carolina — when I made over 100 speeches — I visited the Lucky Strike factory. I believe I discovered, in the Lucky Strike ‘Toasting’ process, the secret of what makes this cigarette so considerate of my throat. I have been more than ever an advocate of a light smoke since seeing the extra care and expense devoted to making Luckyes easy on the throat."

**ROBERT R. REYNOLDS**

U.S. SENATOR FROM NORTH CAROLINA

---

**RIFLE TEAM BEATS LOWELL MARKSMEN**

Without the services of their three consistent veterans, Pete Lampesia, Ernest Fornan, and Roger Fhemson, the New Hampshire rifle team won its second match ever over an unclassified Lowell Textile squad by the score of 900-833 last Friday at Durham.

Bob Dolfio, shooting a 182, was the high score of the match.


---

**A Light Smoke**

**"It’s Toasted"—Your Throat Protection Against Irritation Against Cough**

---

**THE NEW DENTISTRY**

A Phase of Preventive Medicine

College Men Have Individual opportunities for a career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY DENTAL SCHOOL

A separate course of preparation for men of all branches of dentistry: Medicine, Law, Engineering, Business, and other professions.

Dr. L. W. BIENNE, Chm. of Exec. Cm. of the Dental School.

---

Copyright 1937, The American Tobacco Company

---

---
**Winter Cash Clearance!**

1/3 OFF

**ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT**

Everything must go to allow for store alterations.

---

**Wildcat Quintet**

(Continued from page 3)

---

**BERLIN HIGH TAKES OVER NASHUA TEAM IN CONCLUDING GAME**

Groveton High Noses Out Classy Appleton Squad In Class B, 26 - 24

In a decisive victory over a fighting Nashua team, Berlin High school won the Class A basketball championship for the second year in a row last Saturday night. Groveton overcame a classy Appleton team by the close score of 26-24.

---

**Tourney Starts**

The tournament started at 10 o'clock Friday morning, when Groveton defeated Pembroke 19-11. In the other first round game in Class B, Lincoln ousted Mont Vernon, 26-21; Somersworth snubbed Lancaster, 19-15; and Appleton Academy overpowered St. Mary's, 35-19.

In the elimination round for teams of Class A, Berlin defeated Manchester West, 24-15; Dover beat Manchester Central by the score of 25-18 and Nashua proved themselves superior to the team from Laconia by the score of 44-24.

The best game of the preliminary round in other class took place Friday night, when a superior team from Keene took the quintet from Portsmouth into camp by the score of 39-28.

---

**IN CONCLUDING GAME**

The finals in both games brought out the fighting spirit of the Mountain Men.

The actual work began about Thanksgiving last season, and slowly but surely the team was working out a transformation. Last Friday afternoon the old court was near enough completion for the dedication to take place.

---

**School of Nursing of Yale University**

*A Profession for the Nineteenth Century*

The thirty-two months' course providing an intensive and varied experience through the entire field of nursing.

**Dedicate New Chapel**

The actual work began about Thanksgiving last season, and slowly but surely the team was working out a transformation. Last Friday afternoon the old court was near enough completion for the dedication to take place.

---

**Christian Work Members**

**Dedicate New Chapel**

The thirty-two months' course providing an intensive and varied experience through the entire field of nursing.

---

**Groveton High Noses Out Classy Appleton Squad In Class B, 26 - 24**

In a decisive victory over a fighting Nashua team, Berlin High school won the Class A basketball championship for the second year in a row last Saturday night. Groveton overcame a classy Appleton team by the close score of 26-24.

---

**The actual work began about Thanksgiving last season, and slowly but surely the team was working out a transformation. Last Friday afternoon the old court was near enough completion for the dedication to take place.**

---

**Huldah Boerker playing for the singing.**